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Distribution of Colors in the Rainbow.— The above discussion of the distribution of light intensity applies, as stated, to monochromatic light. When the source of light simultaneously emits radiations of various wave lengths, as does the sun, a corresponding number of bows, each consisting of a sequence of maxima and minima, are partially superimposed on each other. In this way different colors are mixed, and thus the familiar polychromatic rainbow produced.
The particular mixing of colors that obtains is the result of several cooperating causes. Thus, the distribution of intensity, as illustrated by Fig. 179, depends on phase difference, as given by the expression,
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The angular intervals between maxima, say, increase, therefore, with X, and, consequently, coincident distribution of the intensities of any two colors is impossible. Again, since the direction of the ray of minimum deviation varies with the refractive index, as already explained, and that, in turn, with the wave length or color, it follows that the direction of the zero point on the intensity curve, near which the first maximum lies, correspondingly varies. Obviously, then, these two causes, together, produce all sorts of color mixings t,ha.t in turn arouse widelv varied sensations.
To determine, however, just what color mixtures are induced by drops of any given size, it, obviously, is necessary to express the values of the abscissa z of the intensity curve (Fig. 179) in terms of angular deviation from the corresponding principal ray, since the direction of each such ray fixes the position of origin of its particular curve.
Let, then, as before,
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Also, as before, let
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honce,
g3 = —— sin2 0 tan 0.
But whatever the value of 6 from 0° to 30°
sin^tan_0 = i? to within 0.0055.

